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Executive Summary:
1. The Maple River is an occluded southern anabranch of the Muskegon River which at the time of
original platting surveys likely carried half or more of the total Muskegon River flow around
Maple Island.
2. At present the channel head is separated from the Muskegon and in its upper half carries small,
intermittent groundwater flows from adjacent valley wall seeps. The lower half mile or so is
frequently flooded by backwater from its confluence with the Muskegon main stem.
3. The fish community in the Maple River channel at present is restricted to a relatively small
number of tolerant and small species typically associated with intermittent flows.
4. If re-connected, bank full capacity is currently < 100 cfs due to constricting bridges and culverts.
If these are ignored modeled conveyance capacity of present degraded channel is about 200-300
cfs (6-8 cms). .
5. The original (underlying) channel had a bankfull capacity of 1000-3000 cfs depending on
location and tolerance for minor flooding along the south anabranch.
6. Restoration of historical flows in this anabranch would likely reduce flooding and erosion along
the N anabranch (Main stem Muskegon).
7. Restoration could also have overall positive benefits in terms of fish habitat, especially for
Walleye, Smallmouth bass, and juvenile fishes in general.
8. Reconnecting the Maple to the Muskegon would involve a number of risks. Evaluating these will
require clarity about ultimate goals, careful design of any connecting structure/weir, and detailed
modeling of floodplain dynamics.

9. Further hydraulic and ecological modelling will need more precise land surface data (i.e.
LIDAR), and refinement of the current model with 2-d floodplain modeling.

Background:
The Maple River is a relatively small, intermittently flowing channel that runs for
approximately 4.5 miles along the eastern and southern edges of Maple Island, straddling the
borders of Muskegon and Newaygo Counties. Historical records indicate that what is today the
Maple River was originally not a separate river channel, but a southern anabranch of the
mainstream Muskegon River. The original plat maps from 1837, clearly show the Muskegon
River branching and flowing around either side of Maple Island (Figure 1a); both anabranches
(North and South) were mapped by the original surveyors as being similar in size (channel
widths typically 60-80 m), eventually meeting again just upstream of what is now a MDNR boat
ramp at Holten-Duck Rd. Late 19th century flooding associated with log jams at this downstream
confluence led to a law suit and monetary settlements between logging companies and Maple
Island residents (Rozeboom 1978). Historical documents also make reference of improvements
made to the North channel in order to move logs around the island, as well as a “dam” near
Maple Island to direct flows (Spooner & Wantz 1987). Over time, logging interests progressively
closed the southern anabranch and deepened the northern anabranch channel to better float logs
through what is today the main stem Muskegon River (Woodard 2009). Though its hydrologic
connection to the Muskegon River was diminished, the Maple River maintained varying but
much reduced connectivity with the main stem channel through much of the twentieth century,
and local residents reported an active fishery for game species such as northern pike (Esox
lucius) and smallmouth bass (Micropterus dolomieu) (personal communication, T. Bayne, 29
May 2011). In the 1960s, the Michigan Department of Transportation replaced a road culvert
with an embankment, thereby completely disconnecting the upstream end of Maple River from
the Muskegon River channel. At the head of Maple Island, an earthen berm and road now
divides the Muskegon River from the Maple River. Since disconnection, adjacent low, ground
water discharge areas along the southern edge of the Muskegon valley have become the only
source (other than flood water) of flow in the upper Maple River. It’s channel, has been steadily
filling with sediment and organic detritus, and is today much reduced in size, shallow and mostly
stagnant.
Over the past decade, repeated serious flooding events on Maple Island, and growing
local interest of Island residents in the ecological health of the Maple and Muskegon Rivers, led
to the emergence of a small ad hoc committee of local citizens interested in discussing the
possibility of restoring historic flows to the Maple river channel. In 2012 that committee met
with representatives of the Muskegon River Watershed Assembly (MRWA), MDNR, MDEQ,
and Dr. M. Wiley from the University of Michigan (representing the Muskegon Watershed
Research Partnership, MWRP) to discuss the possibility of a preliminary feasibility study. The
Muskegon River watershed had been the focus of a large amount of earlier research by MWRP, a
coalition of universities, agencies, and NGO’s (Stevenson et al. 2008, Wiley et al. 2008), which
included some HEC-RAS channel models that seemed relevant to the restoration question.
Several meetings later, and after a public discussion with residents at nearby Cedar Township
Hall, preliminary investigations were initiated to evaluate key questions related to any potential
restoration of the Maple River. Information in this report comes in part from (1) the 2015 UM
Masters Thesis work of David Rosier who explored in more detail the ecological character of the
Maple River (Rosier 2015) including a more detailed look at the present-day Maple River

channel and fish; and (2) of dissertation work by Michael Fainter (underway) exploring methods
of habitat modeling for use in restoration planning.

In this report we:
i.

Briefly summarize student work on the current and original nature of the Maple
River channel. And to describe a newly developed HEC-RAS model of
Muskegon River flows around Maple Island which includes both current and past
configurations of the Maple River channel.

ii.

Summarize preliminary results from RAS modeling studies focusing on the
impacts a restored southern anabranch might have on (a) flooding, (b) fish
habitat, and (c) wild rice stands in the Maple Island region of the Muskegon
River.

iii.

Provide some guidance on “next steps” and further planning.

Figure 1. The Maple River forms
the southern border of Maple
Island, while the mainstem
Muskegon River channel bounds
the northern side of Maple
Island. D (DNR),T (Thiel) and H
(Hackenberg) denote river
segments as discussed in the text.

Figure 2. Plat map (1837) of
Muskegon River and Maple
Island channels. The map
shows the channel width of the
Maple Island channel as equal

to, if not greater than, the channel width of the mainstem Muskegon River to the North.

Methods:
Overall Approach
Flow “restoration” has many possible meanings in the Maple River context. In discussions
among local stakeholders it has ranged from simply diverting a small amount of Muskegon river
water into the old Maple channel to reduce stagnant water breeding mosquitoes, to visions of a
complete recovery of the pre-1800’s channel system with the local fishery and wild rice
production it once supported. No doubt there are an infinite number of possible other
“restorations” that lie somewhere in between. Because this is the case, and since we have only
minimal historical information about how the lower Muskegon River ecosystem functioned prior
to the logging era (Alexander 2005), our approach in this report has been to focus primarily on
the original channel configuration as described by early federal surveyors. Our objectives were
to (1) acquire additional field data necessary to augment existing information collected earlier
(Wiley et al. 2005) and (2) design a realistic first-cut hydraulic model of the split channel
Muskegon River that once surrounded Maple Island. Then using this model we would (3)
compare modeled flows, river stage and flooding, and fish habitat of the present-day single
channel Muskegon with a modeled version of the historically anabranched river. Our goal here to
provide a technically sound context for further discussions about the flood and fishery
management issues in lower Muskegon and Maple rivers.
River Cross-Section Surveys

Cross-section surveys of the Maple River were made at eight locations selected to adequately
represent the channel forms progressing from the eastern head of the channel to its confluence
with the Muskegon River. At each measured cross-section: transect stationing distance, relative
elevations, water depths (when in channel), and soft sediment depths to refusal were recorded
every 2-3 meters, distributed evenly across the river channel between right and left bank
floodplains. Sediment depth to refusal was determined by probing and tapping with half-inch
diameter [12 ft. length] steel reinforcing rod (aka re-rod). The depth at which the rod
encountered hard resistance and could not be pushed further into the sediment was interpreted as
being the compacted, erosion-resistant bed of the original, underlying channel bottom. Although
sediment cores sometimes afford a higher degree of accuracy, probing methods have been used
successfully elsewhere to approximate soft sediment type and depth (e.g. Limno-Tech 2004).
Lastly, a surveyed benchmark pin was placed to provide a GPS elevation control and tie-in point
for each cross-section.
Elevations along the channel were measured from along the Maple River channel as well as on
the Muskegon River at the head and outflow of the Maple River. Elevations and spatial
coordinates were determined using a Trimble GeoExplorer 6000 series GPS (or similar) unit
with measurements post-processed and filtered for horizontal and vertical accuracy. Post
processing utilized the nearest base stations from the MDOT CORS network.

Cross-section geometry for the Muskegon mainstem channel was taken from the MWRP’s
HEC-RAS Model for MRI-VSEC units 17.5 and 18. These cross-sections were based on data
gathered during 2001-2003 using a combination of boat mounted sonars (200khz and ADP),
manual soundings from bridges, waded cross-sections and GIS methods (HEC-GeoRAS) (Wiley
et al. 2008; Wiley et al 2010).
Hydraulic Modeling
We conducted hydraulic modeling using the United States Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) HEC-RAS software v4.1, which is a one-dimensional hydraulic model that computes
water depth and flow velocity, shear and other hydraulic parameters for a specified range of
flows. A new RAS geometry model was developed which included three principal river reaches:
the current main stem Muskegon (aka the north anabranch); the Maple River channel (aka the
southern anabranch); and the a short section of the Muskegon river below their confluence
(Figure 3). Field surveyed cross-sections were supplemented with program-interpolated cross
section running perpendicular to channel flow lines at a spacing of 40-100 meters. Flow
distribution output was generated for 20 positions in each wetted cross section and used in fish
habitat analyses. Because available digital elevation models were of insufficient resolution (30
m horizontal, 5 m vertical) flood analyses developed here were based on modeled overbank
conditions on the model cross-sections and not on areal inundation mapping. Because crosssections included significant portions of the bounding floodplain we do not believe this is
problematic although it means that at present we can model only flooding adjacent to the channel
and cannot assess flood risk everywhere on Maple Island. Caveats and suggested solutions
associated this issue are discussed further below. To date we have run only steady flow analyses
across a range of realistic low to high system discharge rates (500,1000, 2000, 4000, 6000,
10000, and 12000 cfs).

Figure 3. HEC-RAS model Geometry showing both North (main channel) and South
(Maple River) anabranches with cross-section position (measured and interpolated).

Fish community sampling
Fish community composition in and around the Maple River was sampled 2012-2013 to
supplement extensive UM field collections in the Muskegon main stem and nearby tributaries
(2001-2004). Sampling consisted of single pass electrofishing covering all habitat types available
in the channel; backpack, tow barge, or boat electroshocking units were used depending on water
depth. Sampling sites were located in the MDNR office reach, the Theil reach, the Hackenberg
reach and in the Troque Island channel at relatively low and high water conditions.

Fish Habitat Modeling
Flow distribution outputs from RAS were exported to ASCII text format and processed with a
python script to extract the data needed to perform habitat suitability index (HSI) analyses.
Weighted useable area (WUA) was computed in Microsoft Excel for a representative set of
species including principal sport fishes of the lower Muskegon River (Table 1). WUA represents
habitat quantity in terms of areal equivalents and was calculated as:
WUA = Composite HSI valueij * cell area i
ij

where i = 1…n flow distribution cells in 1..j modeled cross-sections. When a habitat unit’s value
is 1, WUA = Total channel area available. PUA is the ratio of the composite WUA to total
available area and is a useful metric of overall habitat quality in contrast to quantity. Individual
HSI metric values range from 0 to 1 and reflect the relative suitability of the habitat condition for
the focal species/life stage (Terrell et al 1982); composite HSI values were computed as the
product of individual component values except where the specific HSI models specified
otherwise. Details about HSI models used in the WUA computations can be found sources listed
in Table 1
Table 1. Sources for Habitat Suitability functions used in this study.
Species

Life stages

Literature Source

WUA models
Smallmouth Bass

Adult, Juvenile, Spawning

Aadaland and Kuitunen 2010

Walleye

Adult, Juvenile, Fry, Spawning

Aadaland and Kuitunen 2010

Black-nose dace

Adult, Juvenile, Spawning

Aadaland and Kuitunen 2010

Creek chub

Adult, Juvenile, Spawning

Aadaland and Kuitunen 2010

Common shiner

Adult, Juvenile

Aadaland and Kuitunen 2010

Brown trout

Adult, Juvenile

Aadaland and Kuitunen 2010

Steelhead Salmon

Adult, Juvenile, Spawning

Rutherford et al.

Chinook Salmon

Adult, Spawning

Rutherford et al.

Results:
The Maple River Channel at present
Field surveys of Maple River produced 8 channel cross-sections of current and
reconstructed historical dimensions (e.g. Figure 4). At each cross section we found a firm
underlying substrate buried beneath the soft organic sediments which was interpreted as the
original channel bottom of sand or coarser materials. Channel cross sections were generally Ushaped except through the Thiel Reach where the modern channel was narrowed and water
flowed more quickly. The upper layer of soft organic material was deepest on the lower
downstream portion (D) of the channel. The thinnest deposits of soft sediment were found in the
constricted, relatively quick flowing Thiel section.

Figure 4. Some (6 of 8) surveyed cross-section profiles from the Maple River. Top dark
line is present-day channel bottom, lower dotted line is underlying original channel bottom
as used in model. A – DNR footbridge; B – DNR office; C- DNR upstream; D- Thiel
crossing; E- Hackenberg downstream; F- Hackenberg upstream.

Flow simulations with HEC-RAS suggested current channel can carry flows up to about 53 cfs
without overbank flooding (i.e., the channel capacity is ~ 1.5 cms). At 106 cms (3 cms) there
was minor flooding in the upper portion of D reach and moderate flooding upstream of the
culverts in T reach. Major overbank flooding occurred in the model at all discharges above 176
cfs (5 cms). Much of the flooding in these simulations were associated with constrained flow at
road bridge/culvert crossings or the particularly narrow cross-section at Thiel crossing.
Fish found living in the Maple River increased in number and diversity with proximity to the
downstream confluence with the Muskegon River. Three species were found in the Hackenberg
reach, eight species through the Thiel reach, and sixteen in the DNR reach (Table 2). The only
species collected at all three sites was the central mudminnows (Umbra limi). Different taxa
dominated the relative abundance at each sampled site. Fathead minnows and central
mudminnows made up most of the individuals collected at the Hackenberg site, (50% and 47%
respectively). The Thiel site was dominated by mudminnows (87%). The DNR site which
showed the highest diversity by three species comprising 70% of all individuals collected:
common shiners, rosyface shiners, and bluntnose minnows (33%, 20%, and 17% respectively).
Overall, the fish assemblage currently living in the Maple River is quite different from that of the
main stem Muskegon, consisting of small forage fishes in the lower reaches and/or highly
tolerant species associated with wetland environments like the mudminnow.
Historical Maple river channel & split channel simulations: flooding
HEC-RAS simulations of the older and larger underlying channel suggested that the original
channel could accommodate ~500 cfs without any flooding (total simulated flow of 1000 cfs
through the branched Muskegon with a 50/50 flow split) and >1000 cfs (i.e., >2000 cfs in whole
Muskegon system) with only minor overbank flows above the narrow region in the Thiel reach
and backwater flooding in the DNR-reach just above the confluence point (Figure 5, below). By

3000 cfs (total flow of 6000 cfs) the model suggests widespread flooding of lower adjacent
floodplains. In these simulations all road crossing constraints were of course removed to simulate
the original channel geometry

Figure 5. Overbank
flooding on the original
Maple River anabranch
occurred in the Thiel
reach and at the bottom of
channel above the
confluence when flows in
that channel exceeded 500
cfs ( whole river flow =
1000 cfs).

The potential impact of anabranch restoration on main stem flooding can be illustrated by
focusing on two cross-sections with a history of flooding, located several hundred feet above and
below the B-31 bridge (Figure 6). Given the present-day channel configuration, very high flows
(e.g. here is 12,000 cfs) overtop the River Rd roadway upstream of the bridge and floods Maple
Island to the south. But, in the split channel model the same flows cannot overtop the roadway
Figure 6a). Similarly, at 12,000 cfs the present-day channel below B-31 (figure 6c) floods the
north point bar back to the Brooks Creek channel, and also the southern “island” and bank. But
again in the split channel simulation, flooding on both sides of the channel is much reduced.
At 6000 cfs both the Southern edge “island” and the N point bar of the cross-section below B-31
(Figure 6d) are still flooded in the single channel model but both are only at bank full condition
in the anabranching model. Likewise, at 6000 cfs in the above B-31 cross-section (Figure 6b)
most of the North bank is still flooded (although the S River Rd is not), whereas in the split
channel configuration most of that bank is dry.
The north anabranch (current main stem) appears to be also to hold between 3000 and 6000 cfs
at bankfull depending on location with extensive marginal flooding on the main stem Muskegon
at flows above 6000 cfs. In general the split channel simulations indicate that water surface
levels in the current Muskegon main stem (N anabranch) would be lowered approximately .85 to
1 m (2-3 ft) at very high flows (>10,000 cfs) and .5-.6 m (1.5-2) at 2000 cfs . This significant
reduction in stage and would consequentially reduce channel overbank flooding, channel shear
and erosion on the current main stem channel (Figure7).

Table 2. Comparison of Maple River fish species and those from surrounding tributaries
and the mainstem of the Muskegon River (Sparks-Jackson 2014). * marks those Muskegon
River species I collected in the Troque Island channel of the Muskegon River.
Maple River

Muskegon River

Mosquito Creek

Brooks Creek

Central mudminnow
Common shiner
Rock bass
Rosyface shiner
Bluntnose minnow
Creek chub
Fathead minnow
Golden shiner
Black bullhead
Bluegill
Grass pickerel
Lake chubsucker
Largemouth bass
Northern hogsucker
Pumpkinseed
Sand shiner
Smallmouth bass
Spotfin shiner
White sucker
Yellow perch

Black buffalo
Black redhorse
Blackchin shiner
Blacknose dace
Blackside darter
Bluegill
Bluntnose minnow
Bowfin
Brown trout
Burbot
Central mudminnow
Channel catfish
Common carp
Common shiner
Creek chub
Creek chubsucker
Emerald shiner
Fathead minnow
Flathead catfish
Freshwater drum
Golden redhorse
Grass pickerel
Hornyhead chub
Johnny darter
Largemouth bass
Logperch
Longnose gar
Mimic shiner
Northern hogsucker
Northern pike
Northern redbelly dace
Pumpkinseed
Quillback
Rainbow darter
Redhorse
River chub
River redhorse
Rock Bass
Rosyface shiner
Round goby
Sand shiner
Shorthead redhorse
Silver redhorse
Smallmouth bass
Spotfin shiner
Spotted sucker
Steelhead
Tadpole madtom
Walleye
White sucker
Yellow perch
YOY Chinook salmon

American brook lamprey
Blackchin shiner
Blacknose dace
Blackside darter
Bluegill
Bluntnose minnow
Bowfin
Brook stickleback
Brook trout
Central mudminnow
Chinook salmon
Common carp
Common shiner
Creek chub
Creek chubsucker
Golden redhorse
Golden shiner
Grass pickerel
Hornyhead chub
Johnny darter
Largemouth bass
Mimic shiner
Mottled sculpin
Northern pike
Pirate perch
Pumpkinseed
Rainbow darter
Rock Bass
Round goby
Sea lamprey
Shorthead redhorse
Silver redhorse
Tadpole madtom
White sucker
Yellow bullhead
Yellow perch
YOY Brown Trout

Black crappie
Blacknose dace
Blackside darter
Bluegill
Bluntnose minnow
Bowfin
Brook stickleback
Brook trout
Brown trout
Burbot
Central mudminnow
Common carp
Common shiner
Creek chub
Emerald shiner
Golden shiner
Grass pickerel
Hornyhead chub
Johnny darter
Largemouth bass
Longnose dace
Mottled sculpin
Northern redbelly dace
Pumpkinseed
Rainbow darter
Rainbow trout
River chub
Rock bass
Sand shiner
Shorthead redhorse
Smallmouth bass
Steelhead
White crappie
White sucker
Yellow bullhead
Yellow perch
YOY Chinook salmon

*

*
*
*

*

*

*
*
*
*

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

Figure 6 . Modeled water surface elevations (WSE) above and below the B-31 bridge
at 6000 ande 12000 cfs. Upper dark line: Maple River present-day single channel main
stem. Blue line and colored flow velocity: flow split between N and S (Maple) anabranches.

Table 4. Impact of 50/50 flow routing through a restored Maple River channel on fisheryrelevant species habitat WUA at Muskegon river discharge of 2000 cfs.
impact of 50/50 routing through restored Maple river channel on fisheries relevant WUA
RAS profile 2: 1000 cfs
total area m2
1.27
adult juvenile
fry spawning
Brown Trout
0.90
0.97
1.09
Chinook Salmon
0.61
0.67
Steelhead Salmon
0.73
1.58
0.54
Walleye
1.40
1.72
3.10
0.86
Common Shiner
0.90
0.84
Smallmouth Bass
1.04
2.05
2.01
White sucker
0.74
1.48
2.66
creek chub
1.36
2.12
1.09
bnose dace
1.09
2.12
average

0.97

1.61

2.22

0.79

`

Figure 7. Changes in water surface
elevation (a) and erosive shear (b)
along longitudinal profile of the main
stem channel under current single
and split channel flow scenarios.

Split channel simulations: fish habitat
While HEC-RAS modeling indicated that a return to an anabranching, split channel
system would clearly reduce flooding and erosion, simulations of impacts on fish habitat were
more complex. The response of habitat quantity to our flow restoration scenaio, as represented
by WUA, tended to vary by life history stage of the fish. For larger adult fishes splitting flows
around Maple Island through the S anabranch led to overall reductions in WUA for most species
examined (Figure 8a), exceptions being Blacknose dace and Creek chubs. Likewise three of the
four species with spawning models available, lost spawning habitat, although there was in
absolute terms never much spawning habitat for any of these fishes in this section of the river we
are considering here (Figure 8d).
In contrast, most species gained considerable juvenile and fry habitat in the split channel
scenario (Figure 8b,c), with the exception of Common shiners and Brown trout. Most positively
affected were Smallmouth bass, White suckers and particularly Walleye. WUA for the young of
these species doubled and in the case of Walleye, more than tripled (Table 4). Juvenile habitat
available to Steelhead, Creek Chubs, and Blacknose dace also increased. Overall, Brown trout
and Common shiner habitat were least affected by anabranch restoration. Chinook salmon were
the most negatively affected with an estimated 40% and 30% loss of adult and spawning habitat
in the Maple Island area. Walleye and Smallmouth were most benefited by the channel split,
with modest gains in adult habitat, and large gains in juvenile and YOY habitat.

Figure 8. Modeled Muskegon River (Maple
Island area) WUA by channel reach and species.
CMain:current single channel Main stem;
SMain: Split channel model Main stem
anabranch (N channel); SMaple: Spilt channel
model Maple River anabranch (S channel);
STotal: Spilt channel model habitat in both
anabranches combined. Lifestages presented
separately in each panel: a) Adult habitat; b)
Juvenile habitat; c) Fry habitat; d) Spawning
habitat.

Discussion:
That the Maple River was once the large southern anabranch of a split channel Muskegon there
can be little doubt. Buried channel bottoms we found beneath the present-day Maple have
dimensions which are consistent with the 1837 Platt map. Furthermore the RAS modeling shows
it could have easily carried up to half the main stem flow. The Maple River anabranch of the
Muskegon takes a shorter, steeper path downriver than the more sinuous “main stem”. As a
result it greatly enhances the river’s conveyance capacity, increasing both cross-sectional area
and decreasing travel time to the confluence. Flowing around both sides of Maple Island a split
channel Muskegon necessarily can transmit water at lower WSEs for a given flow rate. The old
Maple channel was large enough to carry flows up to up to 2000 cfs although minor flooding
occurred above 500 cfs. Given that the modeled North anabranch has a bank full capacity of
3000-6000 cfs; a split channel Muskegon River apparently could carry 5000-6000 cfs without
significant flooding. Very large flows (e.g. > 10,000cfs) still would result in large overbank
flooding but even at those very high flood flows channel shears and therefore erosion would be
reduced.
Based on analysis with habitat suitability models at 2000 cfs, the split channel system of the
past also appears to have provided substantially more suitable habitat for young fishes. In
particular Smallmouth and Walleye WUA increased substantially for both adult and juvenile
fishes. Presumably a large-scale restoration of the Maple would return some or all of this this
habitat value that was lost when the channel was closed. On the other hand restoring the
anabranch would reduce flows in the current main stem and likely reduce habitat areas there,
especially for larger adult fishes which prefer deeper habitats, and particularly at low flows. At
2000 cfs the habitat area accrued from a Maple River with restored flow more than compensated
for the loss in the case of these two species and White suckers. But not so for Chinook,
Steelhead, or the adults of several other species. Thus the impact of a large-scale restoration of
flow in the Maple channel may be a matter of perspective and management goals. Given the
large amounts of spawning substrate upstream, and deeper pool habitat for adults both up and
downstream of the study area, small reductions in available spawning and adult salmonid WUA
around Maple Island seems a fair exchange for enhanced juvenile habitat quality and quantity.
This is especially the case for Walleye where fry survival in the Muskegon seems low compared
to spawning success upstream (Lori ed wetc, O’Neal 2006).
The fish habitat analysis described in this report was limited to a single 1000 cfs flow scenario.
This is a typical late spring- early summer discharge and we believe it provides an adequate and
useful indication of the direction and magnitude of changes in fish habitat that we could expect if
the Maple anabranch were in its original condition. On the other hand, we can expect
considerable variation in the amounts of WUA available over the range of seasonal flows. These
analysis should be repeated for lower flows (e.g., 500 cfs, 1000 cfs) to ensure that adult habitat
doesn’t become even more limiting. To quantify habitat changes in a way that reflects flow
frequencies an un-steady flow simulation using annual hydrographic data time series from
representative dry and wet years would be best.

Potential issues and problems
Potential problems that could arise with a reconnection to the main stem Muskegon River
also deserve some attention. (1) Reconnecting without adequate grade control bears at least some
risk that the Maple channel might capture more than half of the Muskegon’s flow. The shorter,
steeper channel might turn out to be quite efficient in sapping flow from the current main stem.
On the other hand, since disconnection, the main stem itself has been eroding markedly and it’s
invert lays several meters below the Maple’s at the their point of disjuncture. (2) During
summers with exceptionally low water levels, boat navigation in the main stem Muskegon
channel already can already be difficult. Splitting that flow with a southern anabranch would
likely exacerbate boat passage during these periods. Both of these issues point to the need for
careful consideration of both ultimate goals and means in any future restoration planning.
Presumably engineering solutions to protect low-flow passage are possible but development of
successful designs will likely require a much more detailed hydraulic analyses than we have
developed here. (3) Flow constraints due to roadway infrastructure, and the potentially
substantial costs associated with increasing the conveyance through existing bridges and culvert
crossings on the Maple River, present another potential roadblock to flow restoration. Without
replacement the analyses to date suggest bankfull flows in the Maple may be constrained to <55
cfs. (4) At present much of the Maple River is filled with sediment, organic debris and
vegetation that has accumulated and/or encroached since the channel began to be by-passed in
the late 19th century. Since most of this material would be easily transported downstream to the
confluence at the bottom of Maple Island, restoration would require a carefully designed and
executed sediment disposal and abatement plan. Proposing solutions to any of these potential
problems is beyond the scope of this report. However, the RAS model developed here, enhanced
with a high-resolution LIDAR-based digital elevation model could be useful in preliminary
studies of each.
Potential impacts on Wild Rice stands
Wild rice once flourished on Maple Island (Alexander 2006) and is today present along the lower
sections of the Maple River from the DNR office to the confluence. This lower part of the river
is dominated by backwater flow from the confluence at the present time, and would remain so
with any flow restoration. This provides a highly depositional and slowly flowing (or stalled)
channel with shallow flooded margins that support rice germination and growth. A simple HSItype model evaluation of rice habitat (depth: .3 -.6 m,; velocity <.1 cm/sec; fine substrate) was
performed along with the fish habitat estimates described above. That analysis suggested that at
2000 cfs a restored (or the original) Maple river anabranch could provide about 14 hectares of
wild rice WUA. The RAS model developed here could be used to perform a more thorough
evaluation of the impacts of flow restoration on rice habitat distribution.
Caveats and limitations
1. It is important to note that WUA is not a direct predictor of either fish population size or
fishing quality. The models (both hydraulic and biological) used here attempt only to
represent hydraulic and hydraulically linked riverine habitat characteristics (i.e. depth,
velocity and substrate) and their relation to flow rate. These models do not reflect constraints
of temperature, water quality, fishing pressure, bank management or any other factors which
commonly influence local fish population size. Likewise, the analysis uses steady flow

assumptions (flow rate is not changing over time or space within the study reach) and so
cannot represent variations in habitat associated with flow variation or cumulative effects of
flow frequency distributions. Furthermore, the underlying HSI curves used in these river
analyses represent reasonable summaries of the known habitat preferences and constraints for
the species and life stages represented. However, none of the HSI functions we used here
were developed locally, nor can be assumed to infallibly represent the habitat requirements of
the local populations. They are simply rational summaries of the published literature.
2. The RAS models developed here are based on a large amount GPS, sonar bathymetry, and
field survey data collected over past 15 years by many different researchers. While crosssection coordinates have been extensively interpolated and integrated in a GIS context,
absolute vertical accuracy is highly variable depending on location. Although the resulting
model has been calibrated against field measured depth and width observations, the hydraulic
results reported here should be considered only preliminary, and are not sufficient for design
or engineering purposes.
3. For simplicity, we used steady flow simulations in our RAS modeling to approximate WSE
and other hydraulic characteristics at different discharges. These solutions are based on
equilibrium solutions to mass and energy balances. They do not take into account antecedent
storage effects, transient wave dynamics etc. Un-steady flow solutions could provide more
accurate estimates and will eventually be necessary for time series simulations and the
analysis of modeled flood frequencies.
Conclusions
A combination of historical documentation, previous research, field exploration of the existing
channel structure, and hydraulic modelling has provided compelling evidence that the Maple
River of today was the southern anabranch channel of the Muskegon River in the early 19th
century. With the lumber era of the Muskegon long gone, the original purpose of isolating this
channel from the main stem Muskegon is past, yet a restored connection may still be difficult to
achieve: technically, politically and financially. While we have shown here that a Maple River
with more flow would be likely beneficial to the area’s fish community, an argument for
restoration based on flood abatement may prove to be more influential. There will certainly need
to be additional data collection, and hydraulic and fisheries habitat modeling, before a
compelling argument can be made to return the system to its former structure.

Summary:
1. The Maple River is an occluded southern anabranch of the Muskegon River which at the time of
original platting surveys likely carried half or more of the total Muskegon River flow around
Maple Island.
2. At present the channel head is separated from the Muskegon and in its upper half carries small,
intermittent groundwater flows from adjacent valley wall seeps. The lower half mile or so is
frequently flooded by backwater from its confluence with the Muskegon main stem.

3. The fish community in the Maple River channel at present is restricted to a relatively small
number of tolerant and small species typically associated with intermittent flows.
4. If re-connected, bank full capacity is currently < 100 cfs due to constricting bridges and culverts.
If these are ignored modeled conveyance capacity of present degraded channel is about 200-300
cfs (6-8 cms). .
5. The original (underlying) channel had a bankfull capacity of 1000-3000 cfs depending on
location and tolerance for minor flooding along the south anabranch.
6. Restoration of historical flows in this anabranch would likely reduce flooding and erosion along
the N anabranch (Main stem Muskegon).
7. Restoration could also have overall positive benefits in terms of fish habitat, especially for
Walleye, Smallmouth bass, and juvenile fishes in general.
8. Reconnecting the Maple to the Muskegon would involve a number of risks. Evaluating these will
require clarity about ultimate goals, careful design of any connecting structure/weir, and detailed
modeling of floodplain dynamics.

9. Further hydraulic and ecological modelling will need more precise land surface data (i.e.
LIDAR), and refinement of the current model with 2-d floodplain modeling.
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